Vulgarus Tautininkas [The Vulgar Nationalist]

Katz should be kidnapped and locked up in a cold little room, then the reading of his verdict should be filmed, he should be tortured properly and his throat should be slit open; the video material should be uploaded to the internet. Then some scapegoat, who's also not worth living, should be found and charged with it, and then let him accidentally commit suicide because he's allegedly afraid to go to prison. A message would be sent to the world: don't fuck with Lithuania!

To prevent the police from the usual visit to my home, I'd like to say that I don't encourage or incite any common citizen to commit crime. What I'm saying is that if our Security Department was normal, nationalist, patriotic, and had some self-respect, they'd have done it already. Fuck, the US invest money in black operations, and Lithuania doesn't have enough money to take care of a handful of freaks? You must be joking. Are there no people who'd take up this job? Fuck, hire me, and I'll for sure find at least one other person who wants justice, as well.

So, our state lacks nothing but balls, like the ones that I have.